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Hippocampal Lesion Prevents Spatial Relational Learning in
Adult Macaque Monkeys
Pamela Banta Lavenex,1,2 David G. Amaral,1 and Pierre Lavenex1,2
1Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Center for Neuroscience, California National Primate Research Center, The Medical Investigation of
Neurodevelopmental Disorders Institute, University of California, Davis, Sacramento, California 95817, and 2Institute of Physiology, Department of
Medicine, University of Fribourg, 1700 Fribourg, Switzerland
The role of the hippocampus in spatial learning and memory has been extensively studied in rodents. Comparable studies in nonhuman
primates, however, are few, and findings are often contradictory. Thismaybe attributable to the failure todistinguishbetweenallocentric
and egocentric spatial representations in experimental designs. For this experiment, six adult monkeys received bilateral hippocampal
ibotenic acid lesions, and six control subjects underwent sham surgery. Freely moving monkeys then foraged for food located in two
arrays of three distinct locations among 18 locations distributed in an open-field arena. Multiple goals and four pseudorandomly chosen
entrance points precluded the monkeys’ ability to rely on an egocentric strategy to identify food locations. Monkeys were tested in two
conditions. First, local visual cuesmarked the food locations. Second, no local cuesmarked the food locations, so thatmonkeyshad to rely
on an allocentric (spatial relational) representation of the environment to discriminate these locations. Both hippocampal-lesioned and
control monkeys discriminated the food locations in the presence of local cues. However, in the absence of local cues, control subjects
discriminated the food locations,whereas hippocampal-lesionedmonkeyswere unable to do so. Interestingly, histological analysis of the
brain of one control monkey whose behavior was identical to that of the experimentally lesioned animals revealed a bilateral ischemic
lesion restricted to the hippocampus. These findings demonstrate that the adult monkey hippocampal formation is critical for the
establishment or use of allocentric spatial representations and that selective damage of the hippocampus prevents spatial relational
learning in adult nonhuman primates.
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Introduction
Since the description of the amnesic patient H.M. (Scoville and
Milner, 1957), researchers have worked to define the precise role
of the medial temporal lobe structures in learning and memory.
Although there is still significant debate about the exact nature of
the cognitive processes subserved by these structures (Mishkin et
al., 1998; Squire and Zola, 1998; Tulving andMarkowitsch, 1998;
Brown and Aggleton, 2001), a prominent theory advocates that
the hippocampal formation (comprising the dentate gyrus, hip-
pocampus, subiculum, presubiculum, parasubiculum, and ento-
rhinal cortex) (Lavenex and Amaral, 2000) is essential for the
processing of relational information (Cohen and Eichenbaum,
1993; Eichenbaum, 2000; Buckmaster et al., 2004).
One aspect of hippocampal function that has been studied
extensively in rodents is its role in spatial relational learning and
memory, i.e., the formation and use of allocentric representa-
tions of space (O’Keefe andNadel, 1978; Nadel andHardt, 2004).
Numerous studies have linked the integrity of the hippocampal
formation to a rodent’s ability to learn and remember a particular
location in the absence of local cues marking that location, i.e., in
relation to distant environmental cues (Morris et al., 1982;Nadel,
1991; Schenk et al., 1995). Electrophysiological studies have fur-
ther implicated the rodent hippocampus in spatial learning and
memory (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe and Nadel,
1978; Nadel, 1991; Eichenbaum, 1999). Similarly, aided by ad-
vances in functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), neuro-
psychologists have begun investigating the role of the human
hippocampal formation in spatial learning and memory (Morris
and Mayes, 2004). Following the theoretical framework devel-
oped from studies in other animals, recent studies have con-
firmed that there are multiple forms of spatial knowledge and
suggest that the human hippocampal formation is particularly
involved with allocentric (viewpoint-independent), but not ego-
centric (viewpoint-dependent), representations of space (Astur
et al., 2002; Bohbot et al., 2004; Parslow et al., 2004; Shelton and
Gabrieli, 2004).
Comparable studies on the role of the nonhuman primate
hippocampal formation in spatial memory, however, are few,
and findings are often contradictory. For example, whereas sev-
eral studies have demonstrated that hippocampal-lesioned mon-
keys exhibit impaired performance in various spatial memory
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tasks (Angeli et al., 1993; Beason-Held et al., 1999; Malkova and
Mishkin, 2003; Hampton and Murray, 2004; Alvarado and
Bachevalier, 2005), other studies have failed to show any spatial
memory impairment after selective hippocampal lesions (Ridley
et al., 1997; Murray and Mishkin, 1998; Malkova and Mishkin,
2003). Nevertheless, electrophysiological studies suggest that the
primate hippocampus is involved in spatial learning andmemory
(Rolls et al., 1989; Ono et al., 1991; Rolls and O’Mara, 1995;
Georges-Francois et al., 1999; Hori et al., 2003). We suggest that
monkey hippocampal lesion experiments have produced incon-
sistent results because many of the tasks that have been used can
be solved by using allocentric (hippocampal-dependent) or ego-
centric (hippocampal-independent) representations of space
(Nadel and Hardt, 2004). Appreciation of this distinction, how-
ever, is absolutely critical to decipher the exact role of the primate
medial temporal lobe structures in spatial learning and memory
(Lavenex and Banta Lavenex, 2006).
The aim of this study was to determine whether the adult
monkey hippocampal formation is critical for the establishment
or use of allocentric (spatial relational) representations of space.
Materials and Methods
All protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of theUniversity ofCalifornia,Davis, andwere in accordance
with the National Institutes of Health guidelines for the use of animals in
research.
Experimental subjects
Subjects were 12 adult (10- to 13-year-old)malemacaquemonkeys (Ma-
caca mulatta). Monkeys were born and raised at the California National
Primate ResearchCenter (CNPRC). Theywerematernally reared in 2000
m2 outdoor enclosures and lived in large social groups until 1 year
before surgery (i.e., at 6–9 years of age). At that time, each adultmale was
moved indoors and maintained in a standard home cage [61 cm width
(W)  66 cm depth (D)  81 cm height (H)]. Subjects were originally
conscripted for a study on the role of the amygdala in social behavior, in
which the hippocampal-lesioned and sham-operated subjects used here
served as controls (and thus received identical treatment). For 1 year
before the lesion and sham surgeries, and for the 42 months after the
surgeries, monkeys’ behavioral responses were observed while they were
exposed to a variety of animate and inanimate stimuli, including het-
erospecific animal-like stimuli, live conspecifics, and humans. After sur-
gery, monkeys were also tested in a potentiated startle paradigm that
concluded 4 months before the beginning of these experiments.
For these experiments, monkeys were not subjected to any food or
water restriction except that they did not receive their regular morning
rations until after testing was completed. Monkeys were tested at the
same time each day (5 d/week), between 7:30 and 10:30 A.M.
Stereotaxic surgery
Presurgical magnetic resonance imaging. To define exact lesion coordi-
nates, monkeys underwent MRI. Subjects were anesthetized with ket-
amine hydrochloride (15 mg/kg, i.m.) and medetomidine (25–50g/kg,
i.m.) and imaged using a 1.5 T Gyroscan magnet (GE Healthcare, Little
Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK); 1.0-mm-thick sections were created
using a T1-weighted inversion recovery pulse sequence (repetition time,
21 ms; echo time, 7.9 ms; number of excitations, 3; field of view, 8 cm;
matrix, 256 256). From these images, a stereotaxic atlas was created for
each individual animal to determine the precise location of the hip-
pocampus and calculate the coordinates for the injections of ibotenic
acid. The intent of the injection was to make a complete lesion of the
dentate gyrus, hippocampus, subiculum, presubiculum, and parasubicu-
lum without damaging surrounding brain regions.
Surgical procedures.All surgical procedures were performed aseptically
at the CNPRC. Monkeys were first anesthetized with ketamine hydro-
chloride (15 mg/kg, i.m.) and medetomidine (25–50 g/kg, i.m.). A
stable level of anesthesia wasmaintained throughout surgery with a com-
bination of isoflurane (1.0%, inhalation; varied as needed tomaintain an
adequate level of anesthesia) and intravenous infusion of fentanyl (7–10
g  kg1  hr1, i.v.). Monkeys were ventilated, and their vital signs
were monitored throughout surgery. A midline scalp incision was made,
the skin was displaced laterally, and the skull was exposed. Bilateral
craniotomies were made over the hippocampus, and the dura was re-
tracted to expose the surface of the brain. Electrophysiological recordings
were made to confirm the dorsoventral coordinates of the injection sites.
A tungsten microelectrode was lowered into the hippocampus at a
midrostrocaudal, midmediolateral position, and recordings from salient
features of the hippocampus were documented and used to adjust the
injection coordinates. Simultaneous bilateral ibotenic acid (10 mg/ml in
0.1 M PBS; Biosearch Technologies, Novato, CA) injections were placed
into the hippocampus using 10 l Hamilton syringes (26 gauge beveled
needles) at a rate of 0.2 l/min. We made a total of 12–18 injections and
used a total of 10–16 l of ibotenic acid, bilaterally, for each monkey.
After injections, the dura was sutured, the craniotomy was filled with
Gelfoam (Pfizer, New York, NY), and the fascia and skin were sutured in
two separate layers. After the surgical procedure, monkeys were moni-
tored by a veterinarian until they were able to be returned to their home
cages. Six sham-operated control monkeys were anesthetized as de-
scribed above and received midline scalp incisions, and their skull was
exposed. Control subjects were maintained under anesthesia for the av-
erage duration of the lesion surgeries, and the fascia and skin were su-
tured in two separate layers. Analgesics (0.15 mg/kg oxymorphone given
three times daily for 2 d) were administered postsurgically, and a pro-
phylactic regimen of antibiotics (50 mg/kg Clarofan, three times daily)
was administered for the first 5 d after surgery.
Open-field apparatus
The open-field arena was constructed at the CNPRC and consisted of a
hexagonal board (made of white acrylic plastic, 210 cm in diameter)
placed in a large Plexiglas enclosure [220  220 cm (Fig. 1)]. Monkeys
entered and exited the arena from side-mounted wire-mesh holding
chutes via one of four entrances at the corners of the arena (see below).
Eighteen plastic cups (7.5 cm in diameter) were arranged in a regular
pattern on the hexagonal board. The board was mounted on wheels,
which allowed it to be rotated about its central axis (see below). The
plastic cupswere inverted so thatmonkeys had to lift or turn themover to
obtain a food reward. The arena was surrounded by three clear Plexiglas
panels [front panel, roof panel, and top half of the back panel (Fig. 1,
dashed lines)], allowing a clear view of distant environmental cues dis-
tributed in the experimental room (Fig. 1A). Objects permanently lo-
cated in the experimental room for the duration of testing included three
doors or openings located on one side of the room: one door connecting
the experimental room to another experimental room, one opening lead-
ing to a storage space, and one door leading to the outside of the building.
A fourth opening on the other side of the room connected the experi-
mental room to the temporary housing room containing a rack of 12
holding cages in which monkeys waited immediately before and after
testing: a flood lamp (100W) facing the testing apparatus was attached to
the top right corner of the Plexiglas enclosure (on the outside); a yellow
“sun” (30 cm in diameter) painted on a blue tarp (“sky,” 220 cmW 120
cm H); a metallic pole supporting the roof of the room (5 cm in diame-
ter); a brown desk (120 cm W 70 cm D 70 cm H); an American flag
(95 cm W 50 cm H); a “tree” painted on a gray tarp (120 cm W 180
cm H); a digital camera mounted on a tripod (120 cm H); a metallic
transfer cage (30 cm W  50 cm D  42 cm H) used to transport the
monkeys between the temporary housing cages and the holding chutes at
the beginning and the end of each session (always placed at the same
location while the monkey was in the testing arena); and the observer
(always sitting at the same location). Fluorescent lights attached to the
walls of the room directly above the tree and the American flag provided
additional lighting. Vertically sliding doors at each corner of the arena
could be remotely operated (from the front of the apparatus), allowing
the monkeys to go in and out of the arena from the wire-mesh holding
chutes located along both sides of the arena. Opaque side panels (Fig. 1,
solid lines) provided visual barriers between the open-field arena and the
wire-mesh chutes.Monkeys had full access to distant environmental cues
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from within the arena and from the holding chutes (Fig. 1). All testing
was videotaped with a remotely controlled camera located in front of the
testing apparatus.
Procedure
Pretraining and acclimation.Monkeys began pretraining and acclimation
42 months after surgery (i.e., when they were 10–13 years of age). Mon-
keys were first trained to displace a plastic cup to retrieve a marshmallow
hidden underneath during a pretraining phase that took place in the
temporary holding cages (61 cm W  66 cm D  81 cm H). They
received 20 trials per day until they successfully retrieved the fully cov-
ered marshmallow in30 s on all trials; this phase lasted up to 5 d. After
pretraining, monkeys received one 5-min acclimation session per day for
5 d, during which they were free to explore the open-field arena. During
this phase, there was no food or cups present in the arena. The acclima-
tion phase was aimed at habituating the monkeys to the testing environ-
ment before the beginning of actual testing.
Testing. Freely moving monkeys foraged for a preferred food (marsh-
mallows) located in two different arrays of three distinct locations (an
inner array and an outer array) (Fig. 1). Monkeys were given three trials
per day (with a 1 min intertrial interval), 5 d/week. Monkeys behaved
freely, without any negative reinforcement to shape their behavior. Trials
were terminated either 30 s after a monkey had found all three baited
cups or at 5min (whichever came first).Monkeys were coaxed in and out
of the open-field arena from holding chutes that ran the length of the
testing apparatus on either side. From the holding chutes, the monkeys
were unable to see the arena while the experimenter replenished the food
under the cups.On each trial,monkeys entered and exited the arena from
one of the four pseudorandomly chosen entrances (see below). The ori-
entation of the entire apparatus remained fixed in relation to distant
environmental cues within the testing room. The board on which the
cups were distributed was rotated clockwise 60° before each trial tomake
any noncontrolled local cues, such as olfactory traces, irrelevant, but the
marshmallows (and local cues if present) were always placed in exactly
the same locations in relation to distant environmental cues (Fig. 1)
(Lavenex and Schenk, 1998; Lavenex and Banta Lavenex, 2006). Each
day, three locations on either the inner array or the outer array were
baited. The location of the food changed pseudorandomly between the
two arrays between sessions (24 h interval) but remained the same be-
tween trials (1 min interval) within a daily session. On the outer array,
only cups at locations 4, 8, and 12 could be baited. On the inner array,
only cups at locations 13, 15, and 17 could be baited. The other locations
on the inner array (14, 16, 18) and on the outer array (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10,
11) were never baited.
The experiment included two different testing conditions: a local cue
condition and a spatial relational condition. The experiment was con-
ducted in four successive phases to assess potential effects of continual
testing on themonkeys’ abilities: monkeys were first tested for 3 weeks in
the local cue condition, followed by 3 weeks in the spatial relational
condition, followed by 2 weeks in the local cue condition, followed by 2
weeks in the spatial relational condition.
Local cue condition. In this condition, monkeys were tested to assess
their ability to find food at fixed locations marked by local cues, i.e.,
colored cups (Fig. 1B). Blue cupsmarked the potentially-baited locations
on the outer array (locations 4, 8, 12), and red cups marked the
potentially-baited locations on the inner array (locations 13, 15, 17).
Neutral (beige) cups covered all other locations (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11,
14, 16, 18). The particular array thatwas baited remained the samewithin
a daily session but changed pseudorandomly between days. However,
regardless of which array was baited, both sets of local cues (i.e., blue and
red cups) were present on the board during all local cue sessions. Thus, in
the local cue condition, monkeys could use either local cues or spatial
relational information to discriminate the locations of the food. Mon-
keys received a total of 5 weeks of experience (5 d/week) with three trials
each day (i.e., 25 d or 75 trials) in the local cue condition (weeks 1, 2, 3
and 7, 8).
Dissociation probe trial. After each testing phase in the local cue con-
dition, monkeys were tested on a single probe trial during which the
locations of the colored cups were shifted 60° from their usual spatial
locations and no foodwas present (Fig. 1B). This probe trial took place as
the first trial of the day (on days 16 and 41) and was followed by three
standard trials in the spatial relational condition (see below). The aim of
this probe trial was to assess the monkeys’ reliance on the local cues
versus spatial relational information to discriminate potentially-baited
locations from never-baited locations (Lavenex and Banta Lavenex,
2006). During standard local cue trials, potentially-baited locations were
covered by a colored cup, so that both local and spatial relational infor-
mation were coherent. During the dissociation probe trial, however, col-
ored cups covered the never-baited locations 2, 6, 10, 14, 16, 18, and
neutral (beige) cups covered the normally potentially-baited locations 4,
8, 12, 13, 15, 17, as well as the never-baited locations 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. As
monkeys entered the arena, they encountered the same pattern of cups
distributed throughout the arena, but the absolute locations of the col-
ored cups within the arena were shifted, thus rendering the local and
spatial relational information incoherent. The monkeys were faced with
two competing strategies to determine where the food might be hidden
(although no food was actually present for this trial), either (1) under the
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the testing environment and experimental condi-
tions. A, Aerial view of the experimental room. Eighteen plastic cups were regularly distributed
on a hexagonal board (210 cm in diameter) placed in a square testing arena (220 cm W 220
cm D 220 cm H). Remotely operated sliding doors at each corner of the arena (double solid
lines) allowed the animals to go in and out of the arena from wire-mesh chutes located along
both sides. The frontpanel, the roof, and the tophalf of thebackpanel (dashed lines)weremade
of Plexiglas, allowing clear view of distant environmental cues; two opaque side panels (solid
lines) provided visual barriers between the open-field arena and thewire-meshholding chutes.
The ability of monkeys to rely on an egocentric representation of space was precluded by alter-
nating pseudorandomly between four different entrances into the open-field arena and using
multiple goal locations. B, Schematic representation of the arena in the different testing con-
ditions. (1) Local cue condition: blue cups marked potentially-baited locations 4, 8, 12 on the
outer array, and red cups marked potentially-baited locations 13, 15, 17 on the inner array. All
other locationswere coveredwithneutral (beige) cups. (2) Probe trial: colored cupswere shifted
60° from the correct spatial locations. Blue cups were at locations 2, 6, 10, and red cups were at
locations 14, 16, 18. Neutral cupswere at locations 4, 8, 12 and 13, 15, 17, aswell as at locations
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. No food was present. (3) Spatial relational condition: neutral cups covered the
potentially-baited locations 4, 8, 12 and 13, 15, 17, as well as all other locations.
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colored cups at spatially “incorrect” locations, or (2) under neutral cups
at “correct” spatial locations.
Spatial relational condition. In this condition, no local cues (i.e., no
colored cups) marked the potentially-baited locations, i.e., all locations
were covered by neutral cups (Fig. 1B). Therefore, monkeys could not
discriminate between potentially-baited and never-baited locations
based on local features. Instead, monkeys had to rely on a spatial rela-
tional representation of the environment to discriminate these locations,
i.e., they needed to form an allocentric representation of space that coded
the goal locations in relation to distant environmental cues (Lavenex and
Banta Lavenex, 2006). Monkeys received a total of 5 weeks of experience
(5 d/week) with three trials per day (i.e., 25 d or 75 trials) in the spatial
relational condition (weeks 4, 5, 6 and 9, 10). The combination of mul-
tiple goal locations (six) and four pseudorandomly chosen entrance
points precluded the ability of monkeys to rely on an egocentric strategy
to identify food locations.
Data analysis
Data analysis included weeks 2, 3, 7, and 8 (i.e., 20 d or 60 trials) in the
local cue condition and weeks 5, 6, 9, and 10 (i.e., 20 d or 60 trials) in the
spatial relational condition. We did not include weeks 1 and 4, the first
weeks of testing in the local cue and spatial relational conditions, respec-
tively, to decrease the amount of variability that was attributable to the
animals learning the procedural aspects of the task.
To identify the strategies that control andhippocampal-lesionedmon-
keys used to discriminate the baited locations, each of the 18 locations
was classified into one of five categories with respect to whether it could
be baited and its position in the open-field arena (Lavenex and Banta
Lavenex, 2006). Thus, “Pot IN” denoted the three potentially-baited lo-
cations at the corners of the inner hexagon (Fig. 1, locations 13, 15, 17);
“Pot OUT” denoted the three potentially-baited locations at the corners
of the outer hexagon (locations 4, 8, 12); “Equ IN” denoted the three
never-baited locations at the corners of the inner hexagon (locations 14,
16, 18; termed “equivalent” because of their position at one of the three
corners of the hexagon, topologically equivalent to the position of the
potentially-baited locations); “EquOUT”denoted the three never-baited
locations at the corners of the outer hexagon (locations 2, 6, 10); and
“Other” denoted the never-baited locations on the sides of the outer
hexagon (locations 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11). In this way, we could analyze not only
the monkeys’ performance (i.e., whether they were efficient at discrimi-
nating baited locations) but also identify which cognitive strategiesmon-
keys were able, or unable, to use to guide their behavior. In the local cue
condition, monkeys could rely on a visual guidance strategy (egocentric
coding), because local cues (colored cups) identified the food locations.
In contrast, in the spatial relational condition, the reliance on an egocen-
tric representation of space might enable the discrimination of locations
on the inner array from locations on the outer array, but it does not allow
the discrimination of locations on the same array. Instead,monkeysmust
remember the food locations in relation to distant environmental cues to
be able to discriminate Pot IN from Equ IN locations or Pot OUT from
Equ OUT locations, which are located at topologically equivalent loca-
tions at the corners of the inner and outer hexagon, respectively (Lavenex
and Banta Lavenex, 2006). Therefore, we can infer that monkeys that
choose more Pot IN than Equ IN locations or more Pot OUT than Equ
OUT locations rely on an allocentric representation of space to guide
their behavior. In contrast, monkeys that choose as many Equ IN loca-
tions as they do Pot IN locations and as many EquOUT locations as they
do Pot OUT locations do not rely on an allocentric representation of
space to guide their behavior.
The evaluation of choice types for the first choice (i.e., the first cup
opened during an individual trial), the first four choices (i.e., the first
four cups opened during an individual trial), the first six choices (i.e., the
first six cups opened during an individual trial), or for all choices (i.e., all
of the cups opened during an individual trial) made by each monkey
allowed us to further assess the behavioral strategies exhibited by indi-
vidual subjects (Lavenex and Banta Lavenex, 2006). For each analysis, we
normalized the number of choices of a particular type based on the
probability to make that choice (Lavenex and Banta Lavenex, 2006). For
standard trials, the number of choices of Pot IN (locations 13, 15, 17), Pot
OUT (locations 4, 8, 12), Equ IN (locations 14, 16, 18), and Equ OUT
(locations 2, 6, 10)was divided by three, and the number ofOther choices
(locations 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) was divided by six. For probe trials, the number
of choices of “Color IN” (locations 14, 16, 18), “ColorOUT” (locations 2,
6, 10), “Space IN” (locations 13, 15, 17), and “Space OUT” (locations 4,
8, 12) was divided by three, and the number of Other choices (locations
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) was divided by six. We report the first and first four
choices for all standard trials, and the first six and all choicesmade during
the dissociation probe trials.
Statistical analyses were conducted using ANOVAs, with lesion con-
dition as a factor and choice type as repeated measures. Post hoc analyses
were performed with Fisher’s PLSD tests. Within-group analyses were
conducted with choice type as repeated measures (Lavenex and Schenk,
1995, 1996, 1997, 1998; Lavenex et al., 1998; Lavenex and Banta Lavenex,
2006). Because monkeys might exhibit unique strategies to find the food
locations (Lavenex and Banta Lavenex, 2006), we also analyzed the be-
havior of each individual monkey separately to detect evidence of learn-
ing. In this case, statistical analyses were performed within subjects, with
choice type as a factor and daily sessions as repeated measures. Statview
5.0.1 statistical software (SAS Institute, Cary,NC)was used to performall
statistical analyses.
We want to note that one of the sham-operated monkeys (MMU26736)
exhibited behavioral strategies identical to those of experimentally lesioned
monkeys. Histological examination of its brain revealed a bilateral lesion
restricted to the hippocampus that is described extensively at the end of
Results. This monkey was therefore excluded from the control group. All
behavioral testing was conducted by one experimenter (P.B.L.), who was
blind to the lesion condition of the individual monkeys.
Lesion evaluation
After completion of behavioral testing, all experimentally lesioned mon-
keys and one sham-operated monkey were killed, and their brains were
prepared for histological evaluation. Monkeys were deeply anesthetized
with pentobarbital (50mg/kg, i.v.) and perfused transcardiallywith 1 and
4%paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The brains were
postfixed for 6 h in the same fixative, cryoprotected in 10 and 20%
glycerol solutions in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (for 24 and 72 h,
respectively), rapidly frozen in isopentane, and stored at 70°C until
sectioning. Sections were cut coronally at 30 m on a freezing, sliding
microtome. A series of one-in-eight sections was mounted on gelatin-
coated slides and stained by the Nissl method with thionin.
Microscopic evaluation of the extent of the lesions was conducted on
an AusJena microfiche reader (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and a Ni-
kon Eclipse E600 (Nikon, Melville, NY). The boundaries of the subdivi-
sions of the medial temporal lobe structures were microscopically deter-
mined following the nomenclature described previously (Lavenex and
Amaral, 2000; Lavenex et al., 2002, 2004a,b; Amaral and Lavenex, 2006).
All Nissl-stained sections (240 m apart) were first examined at low
magnification (AusJena at 13). The extent of the lesion was evaluated
for both the left and right side of the brain on every other section (480m
apart) at higher magnification (Nikon Eclipse at 40 and 200 when
necessary). Photomicrographs of representative coronal sections
throughout the hippocampal formation were taken with a Spot digital
camera system (Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI) con-
nected to a Macintosh computer PowerMac G4 (Apple Computers, Cu-
pertino, CA). Artifacts located outside the sections were removed, and
levels were adjusted in Photoshop 8.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).
Results
We first evaluated whether monkeys’ choices were influenced by
their memory of the locations that were baited during the previ-
ous session (24 h earlier). If monkeys rememberedwhich array of
three distinct locations was baited during the previous session
and used this knowledge to guide their choices (i.e., to choose the
same locations as had been baited during the previous session),
wewould expect the number of correct choices to be higher when
the baited array was the same as during the previous session
compared with when the alternate array had been baited during
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the previous session (Lavenex et al., 1998). Because the monkeys’
choices could obviously be influenced by learning within a ses-
sion (i.e., from trial 1, to trial 2, to trial 3), we considered only the
first trial of each session for this analysis. Group and individual
analyses did not reveal evidence that any sham-operated or
hippocampal-lesioned monkey relied on its long-term (24 h)
memory of the baited locations to guide its choices among
potentially-baited locations in either the local cue or spatial rela-
tional condition (data not shown).
We also evaluated whether monkeys’ choices were influenced
by their memory of the locations that were baited during the
previous trial(s) within a daily session (1 min intertrial interval).
Monkeys performed three trials per session, during which the
baited locations remained the same. If monkeys remembered
which array of three distinct locations was baited during the pre-
vious trial and used this knowledge to guide their choices, we
would expect the number of correct choices to increase within a
daily session (Lavenex et al., 1998). Our analyses did not reveal
evidence that any sham-operated or hippocampal-lesionedmon-
key relied on its short-term (1 min) memory of the baited loca-
tions to guide its choices among potentially-baited locations in
either the local cue or spatial relational condition (data not
shown).
Finally, because three locations were always baited simulta-
neously, monkeys could also predict which array was baited after
sampling one of the six potentially-baited locations (Lavenex and
Banta Lavenex, 2006). Detailed analyses of group and individual
behaviors did not reveal evidence that any sham-operated or
hippocampal-lesioned monkey modified its behavior based on
the first cup sampled (data not shown).
After determining that neither the monkeys’ short-term (1
min) nor long-term (24 h) memory of the baited locations influ-
enced their choices among potentially-baited locations, we eval-
uated the ability of, and the behavioral strategies exhibited by,
hippocampal-lesioned and sham-operated monkeys to discrim-
inate potentially-baited locations from never-baited locations in
the local cue and spatial relational conditions.
Local cue condition
The analysis of the first choice and the first four choices made
during an individual trial revealed no group differences in the
local cue condition (first choice: group effect, F(1,9)  0.271,
p  0.6151; cup type, F(4,36)  35.613, p  0.0001; interaction,
F(4,36)  1.547, p  0.2095; first four choices: group effect,
F(1,9) 2.929, p 0.1212; cup type, F(4,36) 193.789, p 0.0001;
interaction, F(4,36) 1.215, p 0.3216).
Hippocampal-lesioned monkeys discriminated the
potentially-baited locations marked by local cues (Fig. 2A). For
the first choice (i.e., the first cup opened during individual trials),
hippocampal-lesioned monkeys chose more potentially-baited
locations on the inner and outer arrays than never-baited loca-
tions (F(4,20)  25.652, p  0.0001; Pot IN  Pot OUT  Equ
IN  Equ OUT  Other; all p  0.0053). Considering the first
four choices (i.e., the first four cups opened during individual
trials), hippocampal-lesioned monkeys continued to chose more
potentially-baited locations on the inner and outer arrays than
never-baited locations (F(2,20)  79.379, p  0.0001; Pot IN 
Pot OUT  Equ IN  Equ OUT  Other; all p  0.035). Note
that hippocampal-lesioned monkeys exhibited a preference for
locations on the inner array for both the first choice (Pot IN 
Pot OUT) and first four choices (Pot IN  Pot OUT and Equ
IN Equ OUT).
Not surprisingly, control monkeys also discriminated the
potentially-baited locations marked by local cues (Fig. 2B). For
their first choice, they chosemore potentially-baited locations on
the inner and outer arrays than never-baited locations; they did
not exhibit a preference for locations on the inner array (F(4,16)
13.215, p 0.0001; Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT
Other; all p 0.0009). For their first four choices, control mon-
keys still chose more potentially-baited locations on the inner
and outer arrays than never-baited locations (F(2,16)  130.81,
p 0.0001; all p 0.0001) but also demonstrated a preference for
locations on the inner array (Pot IN PotOUT, p 0.0001; Equ
IN Equ OUT, p 0.0474; Equ IN Other, p 0.0541).
In summary, both hippocampal-lesioned and sham-operated
control monkeys discriminated potentially-baited cups at fixed
locations marked by local cues.
Dissociation probe trials
To assess the monkeys’ reliance on local cues versus spatial rela-
tional information to find the food locations in the local cue
condition, they were tested on two probe trials (after each testing
phase in the local cue condition), during which the locations of
the colored cups were shifted 60° from their usual spatial loca-
tions and no food was present (Fig. 1B).
Probe trial 1
The first dissociation probe trial (on day 16, after 15 d or 45 trials
in the first phase of the local cue condition) revealed significant
differences in the behavioral strategies exhibited by control and
hippocampal-lesioned monkeys (first six choices: group effect,
F(1,9) 1.733, p 0.2206; cup type, F(4,36) 52.036, p 0.0001;
interaction, F(4,36) 1.253, p 0.3061; all choices: group effect,
F(1,9) 1.033, p 0.3360; cup type, F(4,36) 52.260, p 0.0001;
interaction, F(4,36) 3.123, p 0.0265).
Figure 2. Hippocampal-lesioned (A) and control (B) monkeys’ strategy in the local cue con-
dition. Pot IN, Potentially-baited locations at the corners of the inner hexagon (locations 13, 15,
17); Pot OUT, potentially-baited locations at the corners of the outer hexagon (locations 4, 8,
12); Equ IN, never-baited locations at the corners of the inner hexagon (locations 14, 16, 18);
Equ OUT, never-baited locations at the corners of the outer hexagon (locations 2, 6, 10); Other,
never-baited locations on the sides of the outer hexagon (locations 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11). The number
of choices in each category (n) is normalized according to the probability of making that choice
(n of 3 for Pot IN, Pot OUT, Equ IN, and Equ OUT; n of 6 for Other).
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Hippocampal-lesioned monkeys chose almost exclusively lo-
cations marked by local cues (Fig. 3A) (first six choices: F(4,20)
86.14, p 0.0001, Color IN Color OUT Space IN Space
OUT  Other; all p  0.001; all choices: F(4,20)  65.623, p 
0.0001, Color IN  Color OUT  Space IN  Space OUT 
Other; all p  0.001). Indeed, hippocampal-lesioned monkeys
chose nearly every locationmarked by a local cue (they opened 35
of 36 colored cups across all monkeys). In contrast, they chose
very few locations that were not marked by a local cue even after
opening the six colored cups and not finding any food (they
opened a total of only 8 of 72 neutral cups across all monkeys). In
summary, hippocampal-lesioned monkeys relied exclusively on
local cues to find the food locations and did not exhibit any
evidence of spatial relational learning in the first phase of testing
in the local cue condition.
For their first six choices, control monkeys also chose mostly
locations marked by local cues (Fig. 3B) (F(4,16)  12.28, p 
0.0001; Color IN  Color OUT  Space IN  Space OUT 
Other; all p 0.004). For all choices, however, control monkeys
chose mostly locations marked by local cues, but they also dis-
criminated correct spatial locations on the outer array (F(4,16)
13.992, p  0.0001; Color IN  Color OUT; Color IN  Space
IN; Color OUT  Space OUT  Other; all p  0.01). Thus,
although control monkeys relied preferentially on local cues to
find the food locations in the first phase of training in the local
cue condition (first six choices), they also exhibited evidence of
spatial relational learning (all choices).
Probe trial 2
The second dissociation probe trial (on day 41, after 25 d and 15 d
of experience in the local cue and spatial relational conditions,
respectively) revealed additional information about the different
behavioral strategies exhibited by control and hippocampal-
lesioned monkeys (first six choices: group effect, F(1,9)  1.753,
p  0.2181; cup type, F(4,36)  12.448, p  0.0001; interaction,
F(4,36)  3.631, p  0.0138; all choices: group effect, F(1,9) 
0.090, p  0.7709; cup type, F(4,36)  13.022, p  0.0001; inter-
action, F(4,36) 1.604, p 0.1945).
For the first six choices, hippocampal-lesioned monkeys
chose preferentially locations marked by local cues and failed to
discriminate correct spatial locations (F(4,20) 8.331, p 0.0004;
Color IN  Color OUT; Color IN  Space IN; Color OUT 
Space OUTOther; all p 0.01). For all choices, hippocampal-
lesioned monkeys chose more locations marked by local cues on
the inner and outer arrays than correct spatial locations on the
outer array (F(4,20) 3.821, p 0.0183; Color IN Space OUT;
p  0.0453; Color OUT  Space OUT; p  0.0453) and more
locationsmarked by local cues on the inner and outer arrays than
other, never-baited locations on the outer array (Color IN 
ColorOUTOther; all p 0.0046), confirming their preference
for locations marked by local cues. In contrast to the first probe
trial, hippocampal-lesioned monkeys opened a significant num-
ber of neutral cups during the second dissociation probe trial
(they opened 44 of 72 neutral cups across allmonkeys). However,
they still did not discriminate between correct spatial locations
and other, never-baited locations (Space IN  Space OUT 
Other; all p 0.0911). In summary, hippocampal-lesionedmon-
keys relied on local cues to find the food locations and did not
exhibit any evidence of spatial relational learning after the second
phase of testing in the local cue condition.
During the second probe trial, control monkeys, in contrast,
chose locationsmarked by local cues and correct spatial locations
with equal frequency, and more often than other, never-baited
locations, for both the first six choices (F(4,16)  9.651,
p 0.0004; Color INColor OUT Space IN Space OUT
Other; all p  0.01) and for all choices made (F(4,16)  15.161,
p 0.0001; Color INColor OUT Space IN Space OUT
Other; all p  0.0001). In summary, control monkeys relied
equally on local cues and spatial information to find the food
locations in the second phase of testing in the local cue condition,
exhibiting additional evidence of spatial relational learning.
Spatial relational condition
The analysis of the first choice and the first four choices made
during an individual trial revealed significant group differences
in the spatial relational condition (first choice: group effect,
F(1,9) 1.587, p 0.2395; cup type, F(4,36) 19.229, p 0.0001;
interaction, F(4,36) 7.574, p 0.0002; first four choices: group
effect, F(1,9) 25.255, p 0.0007; cup type, F(4,36) 105.677, p
0.0001; interaction, F(4,36) 13.507, p 0.0001).
Hippocampal-lesioned monkeys did not discriminate the
potentially-baited cups in the absence of local cues marking their
locations (Fig. 4A). For their first choice, hippocampal-lesioned
monkeys exhibited a preference for locations on the inner array
but did not discriminate between potentially-baited and never-
baited locations on the inner array (F(4,20) 14.771, p 0.0001;
Pot IN  Equ IN  all others; all p  0.0004), and neither
did hippocampal-lesioned monkeys discriminate between
potentially-baited and never-baited locations on the outer array
(Pot OUT  Equ OUT  Other; all p  0.23). With respect to
their first four choices, hippocampal-lesioned monkeys still ex-
Figure 3. Hippocampal-lesioned (A) and control (B) monkeys’ choices in the two dissocia-
tion probe trials (no food present). Color IN, Red cups at never-baited locations at the corners of
the inner hexagon (locations 14, 16, 18); Color OUT, blue cups at never-baited locations at the
corners of the outer hexagon (locations 2, 6, 10); Space IN, neutral cups at correct spatial
locations at the corners of the inner hexagon (locations 13, 15, 17); Space OUT, neutral cups at
correct spatial locations at the corners of the outer hexagon (locations 4, 8, 10); Other, neutral
cups at never-baited locations on the sides of the outer hexagon (locations 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11). The
number of choices in each category (n) is normalized according to theprobability ofmaking that
choice (n of 3 for Color IN, Color OUT, Space IN, and Space OUT; n of 6 for Other).
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hibited a preference for locations on the inner array but contin-
ued to fail to discriminate between potentially-baited and never-
baited locations on the inner array (F(4,20) 32.187, p 0.0001;
Pot IN Equ IN all others; all p 0.0001). Again, hippocam-
pal-lesioned monkeys did not discriminate between potentially-
baited and never-baited locations on the outer array (Pot OUT
Equ OUT  Other; all p  0.31). In summary, although hip-
pocampal-lesioned monkeys exhibited a preference for locations
on the inner array, they did not exhibit any evidence of spatial
relational learning in the spatial relational condition.
As predicted, control monkeys discriminated the potentially-
baited locations in absence of the local cues (Fig. 4B). For their
first choice, control monkeys chose potentially-baited locations
on both the inner and outer array more often than never-baited
locations (F(4,16) 11.931, p 0.001; Pot IN Pot OUT Equ
INEquOUTOther; all p 0.04). For their first four choices,
control monkeys chose potentially-baited locations on the inner
array more often than any other location. (F(4,16) 99.691, p
0.0001; Pot IN all others; all p 0.0001) and chose potentially-
baited locations on the outer array and never-baited locations on
the inner array with equal frequency, but more often than never-
baited locations on the outer array (Pot OUT  Equ IN  Equ
OUT Other; all p 0.0001). It is important to recognize that,
although control monkeys demonstrated a preference for loca-
tions on the inner array, they still discriminated between
potentially-baited and never-baited, topologically equivalent lo-
cations on the inner array (Pot IN  Equ IN; p  0.0001) and
between potentially-baited and never-baited, topologically
equivalent locations on the outer array (Pot OUT  Equ OUT;
p 0.001). In summary, control monkeys exhibited evidence of
spatial relational learning in the spatial relational condition.
Specific lack of spatial relational memory
Finally, to determine whether monkeys’ behavioral strategies
were affected by continual testing, we analyzed their first four
choices during the four alternating phases of testing separately:
weeks 2–3 in the local cue condition; weeks 5–6 in the spatial
relation condition; weeks 7–8 in the local cue condition; and
weeks 9–10 in the spatial relational condition. The analysis of the
first four choices in the first phase of testing in the local cue
conditions (weeks 2–3) did not reveal any group difference, indi-
cating that task acquisitionwas similar between lesion conditions
(group effect, F(1,9)  0.137, p  0.7201; cup type, F(4,36) 
243.945, p 0.0001; interaction, F(4,36) 0.092, p 0.9845).
Hippocampal-lesioned monkeys discriminated the
potentially-baited locations only when local cues marked these
locations (weeks 2–3: F(4,20) 125.763, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot
OUT  Equ IN  Equ OUT  Other; weeks 7–8: F(4,20) 
50.277, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT
Other) but not in the absence of local cues (weeks 5–6:
F(4,20) 16.188, p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN Pot OUT Equ
OUT  Other; weeks 9–10: F(4,20)  37.687, p  0.0001, Pot
IN  Equ IN  Pot OUT  Equ OUT  Other). In contrast,
control monkeys discriminated potentially-baited locations in
the presence of local cues marking these locations (weeks 2–3:
F(4,16)  123.678, p  0.0001, Pot IN  Pot OUT  Equ IN 
EquOUTOther; weeks 7–8: F(4,16) 109.679, p 0.0001, Pot
INPotOUTEqu INEquOUTOther), aswell as in their
absence (weeks 5–6: F(4,16) 86.831, p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ
IN  Pot OUT  Equ OUT  Other; weeks 9–10, F(4,16) 
61.954, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT
Other). Altogether, these data establish the specific lack of spatial
relational learning and memory in hippocampal-lesioned
monkeys.
Individual behaviors
The behavioral strategy exhibited by each individual monkey was
also analyzed to determine whether any adult monkey that re-
ceived bilateral hippocampal lesion was capable of spatial rela-
tional learning. In summary, every sham-operated and
hippocampal-lesioned monkey discriminated the potentially-
baited locationsmarked by local cues (Table 1). In contrast, none
of the hippocampal-lesioned monkeys discriminated the
potentially-baited locations in the absence of local cues (Table 2).
One hippocampal-lesionedmonkey (MMU26149) did, however,
appear to discriminate potentially-baited locations and never-
baited locations on the outer array (Table 2), but this discrimi-
nation can be attributed to the animal’s bias toward cup 12 lo-
cated along the back wall of the apparatus. Detailed analysis of
this monkey’s choices on the inner array, as well as comparison
between other potentially-baited locations (cups 4 and 8) and
never-baited locations on the outer array, did not reveal any ev-
idence of spatial relational learning.
Interestingly, only five of the six control monkeys discrimi-
nated the potentially-baited locations in the absence of local cues.
The behavior of the sixth monkey, MMU26736, was indistin-
guishable from that of the experimentally lesioned monkeys. In
the spatial relational condition,MMU26736 showed a preference
for locations on the inner array but did not discriminate between
potentially-baited and never-baited, topologically equivalent lo-
cations (Table 2). Histological analysis of this monkey’s brain
revealed bilateral, selective damage to the hippocampus (for a
detailed description of the lesion, see below).
In summary, individual behavioral analyses demonstrate the
consistent inability of hippocampal-lesioned monkeys to estab-
lish or use an allocentric (spatial relational) representation of the
environment.
Figure 4. Hippocampal-lesioned (A) and control (B) monkeys’ strategy in the spatial rela-
tional condition. For abbreviations, see Figure 2.
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Lesion evaluation
After completion of the behavioral experiment, all hippocampal-
lesionedmonkeys were killed, and their brains were processed for
histological evaluation of the lesion. Experimental lesions were
intended to selectively damage the dentate gyrus, hippocampus,
subiculum, presubiculum, and parasubiculum and spare the ad-
jacent entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortices. We
describe the extent of the lesion for each experimentally lesioned
monkey. Representative coronal sections at four different rostro-
caudal levels are provided to illustrate the hippocampal forma-
tion of each lesioned case (Fig. 5A–X), as well as one nonlesioned
case (Fig. 5Y–AB). The lesions were generally highly symmetrical,
so that the illustrations are representative of both sides of the
brain (significant differences are described
in the text).We did not attempt to provide
quantitative evaluation of the damaged ar-
eas, because such information is not perti-
nent to the interpretation of the results
and the conclusions of the study.
MMU26544
The entorhinal and perirhinal cortices
were primarily intact on both sides of the
brain, with the exception of very minor
damage in the deep layers of the caudal
limiting field (ECL) and area 35 (at the
level of the uncal region) (Fig. 5A–D). The
dentate gyrus, CA3, CA2, CA1, and subic-
ulum were extensively damaged, showing
some preservation only in the uncal region
and the most rostral portion of the fields
(for2mmfrom the genuhippocampus).
There was near complete damage of these
fields atmore caudal levels, with the excep-
tion of minor preservation of the lateral
part of the dentate gyrus and distal CA3 at
midrostrocaudal levels. There was also
very extensive damage of the presubicu-
lum, parasubiculum, and areas TH, TFm,
and TF1 of the parahippocampal cortex.
The portion of the visual cortex area V4
located directly below the hippocampus
was also extensively damaged.
MMU26669
The entorhinal and perirhinal cortices
were primarily intact on both sides of the
brain, with the exception of very minor
damage in the deep layers of area 36c (Fig.
5E–H). Lesion of the dentate gyrus, CA3,
CA2, CA1, and the subiculum was nearly
complete, with the exception of their uncal
portion and themost rostral portion of the
subiculum (at the genu of the hippocam-
pus). Lesion of the presubiculum was
nearly complete, whereas a significant por-
tion of the caudal parasubiculum was pre-
served. In the parahippocampal cortex,
area TFm was extensively damaged,
whereas areas TH and TFl were more
largely preserved. The portion of area V4
located directly below the hippocampus
was extensively damaged.
MMU28086
The entorhinal cortex was intact on both sides of the brain (Fig.
5I–L). Area 36 of the perirhinal cortex was also primarily intact,
whereas area 35 was severely damaged in both hemispheres. Le-
sion of areas CA3, CA2, and CA1, as well as the subiculum was
nearly complete. The dentate gyrus was severely damaged with
the exception of itsmedial portion atmidrostrocaudal levels. The
uncal region was primarily intact. Areas TFm and TFl of the
parahippocampal cortex were severely damaged, whereas area
TH and the parasubiculum were mainly preserved. On the right
side, a significant portion of area TEO [from the border with TFl
and the fundus of the occipito-temporal sulcus (OTS)] was le-
Table 2. First four choices in the spatial relational condition, individual behaviors
Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other
Hippocampal-lesioned
MMU26544 0.495 0.024 0.066 0.022 0.445 0.030 0.088 0.013 0.122 0.013
MMU26669 0.364 0.027 0.149 0.022 0.393 0.025 0.077 0.018 0.175 0.011
MMU28086 0.445 0.037 0.111 0.016 0.405 0.030 0.121 0.019 0.124 0.015
MMU27645 0.341 0.014 0.193 0.016 0.297 0.018 0.143 0.018 0.177 0.011
MMU26149 0.467 0.032 0.171 0.027 0.484 0.040 0.072 0.023 0.070 0.017
MMU26296 0.310 0.036 0.187 0.020 0.314 0.026 0.160 0.031 0.178 0.012
Average 0.404 0.031 0.146 0.020 0.390 0.030 0.110 0.015 0.141 0.018
Controls
MMU26922 0.478 0.032 0.411 0.033 0.314 0.029 0.039 0.014 0.046 0.012
MMU26734 0.518 0.030 0.254 0.035 0.431 0.029 0.028 0.011 0.052 0.011
MMU28056 0.540 0.026 0.281 0.017 0.403 0.021 0.011 0.008 0.048 0.014
MMU26701 0.648 0.021 0.343 0.031 0.336 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.003
MMU25920 0.564 0.023 0.292 0.017 0.397 0.019 0.017 0.009 0.033 0.007
Average 0.550 0.028 0.316 0.028 0.376 0.022 0.019 0.007 0.036 0.009
MMU26736 0.314 0.024 0.187 0.024 0.336 0.022 0.184 0.021 0.155 0.013
Statistical analyses are as follows:MMU26544, F(4,76)77.947, p0.0001, Pot IN Equ INPotOUT EquOUTOther;MMU26669, F(4,76)34.251,
p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN Pot OUTOther Equ OUT; MMU28086, F(4,76) 37.402, p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN Pot OUT Equ OUTOther;
MMU27645, F(4,76) 24.329, p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN Pot OUT Equ OUTOther;MMU26149, F(4,76) 41.856, p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN
PotOUT EquOUTOther;MMU26296, F(4,76)6.636, p0.0001, Pot IN Equ INPotOUT EquOUTOther;MMU26922, F(4,76)51.015, p
0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other; MMU26734, F(4,76) 59.674, p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN Pot OUT Equ OUT Other;
MMU28056, F(4,76)127.741,p0.0001, Pot INEqu INPotOUTEquOUTOther;MMU26701, F(4,76)140.695,p0.0001, Pot INEqu IN
Pot OUT Equ OUT Other; MMU25920, F(4,76) 176.626, p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN Pot OUT Equ OUT Other; MMU26736, F(4,76) 12.339,
p 0.0001, Pot IN Equ IN Pot OUT Equ OUT Other.
Table 1. First four choices in the local cue condition, individual behaviors
Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other
Hippocampal-lesioned
MMU26544 0.846 0.024 0.382 0.038 0.061 0.022 0.011 0.008 0.009 0.005
MMU26669 0.730 0.028 0.382 0.037 0.138 0.035 0.011 0.008 0.039 0.010
MMU28086 0.702 0.037 0.422 0.052 0.149 0.035 0.000 0.000 0.029 0.009
MMU27645 0.550 0.029 0.336 0.019 0.242 0.023 0.028 0.014 0.090 0.012
MMU26149 0.857 0.024 0.427 0.032 0.039 0.020 0.006 0.006 0.000 0.000
MMU26296 0.569 0.036 0.397 0.040 0.194 0.028 0.065 0.019 0.047 0.014
Average 0.709 0.054 0.391 0.014 0.137 0.032 0.020 0.010 0.036 0.013
Controls
MMU26922 0.702 0.026 0.585 0.033 0.028 0.014 0.011 0.008 0.003 0.003
MMU26734 0.797 0.026 0.471 0.031 0.066 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MMU28056 0.647 0.025 0.399 0.028 0.193 0.028 0.017 0.009 0.029 0.011
MMU26701 0.802 0.026 0.489 0.033 0.044 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MMU25920 0.802 0.026 0.376 0.025 0.132 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.006
Average 0.750 0.032 0.464 0.037 0.093 0.031 0.006 0.004 0.009 0.006
MMU26736 0.674 0.035 0.399 0.028 0.121 0.026 0.050 0.017 0.046 0.013
Statistical analyses are as follows: MMU26544, F(4,76) 204.566, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other; MMU26669, F(4,76)
102.536, p0.0001, Pot INPotOUTEqu INEquOUTOther;MMU28086, F(4,76)65.707, p0.0001, Pot INPotOUTEqu INEquOUT
Other; MMU27645, F(4,76) 83.648, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other; MMU26149, F(4,76) 278.778, p 0.0001, Pot IN
Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUTOther; MMU26296, F(4,76) 48.401, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUTOther; MMU26922, F(4,76)
243.859, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other; MMU26734, F(4,76) 244.683, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ
OUT Other; MMU28056, F(4,76) 128.597, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other; MMU26701, F(4,76) 255.673, p 0.0001,
Pot INPot OUT Equ IN EquOUTOther;MMU25920, F(4,76) 205.710, p 0.0001, Pot INPot OUT Equ IN EquOUTOther;MMU26736,
F(4,76) 96.702, p 0.0001, Pot IN Pot OUT Equ IN Equ OUT Other.
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sioned. The portion of area V4 located di-
rectly below the hippocampus was heavily
damaged.
MMU27645
The entorhinal and perirhinal cortices
were primarily intact on both sides of the
brain, with the exception of very minor
damage in the deep layers of areas ECL, 35
and 36cm (Fig. 5M–P). The dentate gyrus,
CA3, CA2, CA1, subiculum, presubicu-
lum, and parasubiculumwere nearly com-
pletely lesioned, with the exception of the
most rostral portion of these fields and
the uncal region. Areas TFmandTFl of the
parahippocampal cortex were severely
damaged, with the exception of the more
superficial layers in the caudal portion of
these fields. The rostral half of area THwas
lesioned, whereas the caudal half was pri-
marily preserved. The medial portion of
area TEO (from the border with TFl to the
fundus of OTS) and the portion of area V4
located directly below the hippocampus
were severely damaged.
MMU26149
The entorhinal and perirhinal cortices
were intact on both sides of the brain (Fig.
5Q–T). The dentate gyrus, CA3, CA2,
CA1, and the subiculum were completely
lesioned (except for the uncal portion of
these fields and the caudomedial portion
of the dentate gyrus). The presubiculum
and parasubiculum were partially le-
sioned, with a greater preservation of the
parasubiculum on the right side. Area
TFm of the parahippocampal cortex was
nearly completely lesioned, whereas areas
TH and TFl were only partially damaged.
The portion of area V4 located directly be-
low the hippocampus was heavily damaged.
MMU26296
The entorhinal and perirhinal cortices
were primarily intact on both sides of the
brain, with the exception of very minor
damage in the deep layers of areas ECL and
35 (Fig. 5U–X). The deep layers of area 36c
were also slightly damaged on the right side. The dentate gyrus,
CA3, CA2, CA1, and subiculum were extensively damaged,
showing some preservation only in the uncal region and themost
rostral part of their fields (for2 mm from the genu hippocam-
pus). There was near complete lesion of these fields at more cau-
dal levels, with the exception of some minor preservation of the
medial portion of the dentate gyrus at mid-rostrocaudal levels.
There was significant damage of the presubiculum, parasubicu-
lum, and area TH. Areas TFm and TFl of the parahippocampal
cortex were damaged throughout their entire rostrocaudal ex-
tent. The medial portion of area TEO (from the border with TFl
to the fundus of OTS) was damaged on the left side of the brain.
The portion of area V4 located directly below the hippocampus
was nearly completely lesioned.
Summary of experimental lesions
Lesion extent was very consistent across all six monkeys. The
entorhinal and perirhinal cortices were primarily, if not com-
pletely, intact in all experimentally lesioned monkeys. The in-
tended targets, including the dentate gyrus, CA3, CA2, CA1, sub-
iculum, presubiculum, and parasubiculum were always very
significantly damaged, if not completely eliminated. However,
the damaged areas also extended below the intended targets and
included significant portions of the parahippocampal cortex,
area TFm in particular. The medial portion of area TEO (from
the border with area TFl to the fundus of the OTS) sustained
restricted damage in some of the monkeys. The portion of area
V4 located directly below the hippocampus was damaged in all
monkeys.
Figure 5. Photomicrographs illustrating the extent of the lesioned area in each experimentally lesioned monkey at four
different levels along the rostrocaudal extent of the hippocampal formation. A–D, MMU26544; E–H, MMU26669; I–L,
MMU28086; M–P, MMU27645; Q–T, MMU26149; U–X, MMU26296; Y–AB, nonlesioned monkey. Scale bar, 1 mm (applies to all
panels).
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MMU26736
As described above, this control monkey exhibited behavioral
strategies identical to those of the experimentally lesioned
monkeys. Histological examination of its brain revealed a bi-
lateral lesion restricted to the hippocampus (Figs. 6, 7). Based
on experience with experimentally induced ischemia (Zola-
Morgan et al., 1992), we would suggest that this restricted
lesion may have been induced by a transient ischemic episode
at some point in the animal’s life.
Similar to the experimentally lesioned monkeys, the entorhi-
nal and perirhinal corticeswere completely intact on both sides of
the brain. In contrast to the experimentally lesionedmonkeys, the
dentate gyrus, subiculum, presubiculum, parasubiculum, para-
hippocampal cortex, and area V4 were also entirely preserved.
Only theCA3, CA2, andCA1 fields of the hippocampus exhibited
neuronal damage. Careful examination of the rest of the brain did
not reveal any other damage or abnormalities. We describe in
detail the abnormalities observed in both the left and right
hippocampi.
In this monkey, the hippocampus (fields CA3, CA2, and CA1)
extended 14.40 mm rostrocaudally. On the left side (Fig. 6),
pyramidal neuron loss was visible at the CA2/CA1 border
starting 2.64 mm caudally from the most rostral aspect of
these fields. This narrow band exhibiting neuronal damage,
gliosis, and cell reorganization extended caudally for 0.72
mm (Fig. 6A–C). There was a region of 1.44 mm with no
visible neuron loss, gliosis, or disorganization of the neuropil.
Another area with pyramidal neuron loss and glial cell prolif-
eration was visible at the CA2/CA1 border, 4.80 mm from the
rostral part of the hippocampus. This second damaged area
exhibiting cellular and neuropil reorganization extended cau-
dally for 2.40 mm, while moving progressively toward the
CA1/subiculum border (Fig. 6D–M ).
Together, these two areas of cell loss oc-
cupied 3.12 mm or 21% of the entire
rostrocaudal extent of the left
hippocampus.
The damage was more extensive on the
right side (Fig. 7) and was also subdivided
into two separate zones. The first area with
extensive neuron loss and gliosis started
4.32 mm caudal from the rostral part of
the hippocampus. At this level, there was a
complete loss of the CA2 region (Fig.
7A,B). Moving 240 m caudally, neuron
loss extended both medially into the distal
portion of CA3 (Fig. 7C,D) and laterally
into proximal CA1 (Fig. 7C,E). This area
exhibiting neuronal loss, gliosis, and cell
reorganization extended caudally for an-
other 1.20 mm, moving progressively to-
ward the CA1/subiculum border (Fig. 7F–
J). There was then 4.08 mm with no
visible neuron loss, gliosis, or disorganiza-
tion of the neuropil. Neuron loss and gli-
osis was again visible at the CA2/CA1 bor-
der, at10.84mm from the rostral pole of
the hippocampus (Fig. 7K). This second
area exhibiting cellular and neuropil reor-
ganization remained at the CA2/CA1 bor-
der for 1.92 mm (Fig. 7K–R). It ex-
tended caudally for another 1.20 mm,
moving progressively toward the CA1/
subiculum border (Fig. 7S–W). Together,
these two areas of neuronal loss occupied 4.56 mm or 31% of
the entire rostrocaudal extent of the right hippocampus.
These descriptions and illustrations indicate significant, bilat-
eral pyramidal neuron loss, gliosis, and neuropil reorganization
restricted to the hippocampus (fields CA3, CA2, and CA1).
Discussion
This study demonstrates that the adult monkey hippocampus is
critical for the establishment or use of allocentric spatial repre-
sentations. In this Discussion, we will consider three essential
points: the cues used to guide monkeys’ behavior, the underlying
spatial representations, and the neuroanatomical structures sub-
serving these behaviors and memory representations.
Spatial relational learning
In the local cue condition, hippocampal-lesioned and control
monkeys readily discriminated the two sets of potentially-baited
locations marked by different local cues. The first dissociation
probe trial revealed that hippocampal-lesioned monkeys relied
entirely on the local cues to guide their choices. Controlmonkeys,
in contrast, although relying preferentially on the local cues to
guide their choices (first six choices), demonstrated that they had
also learned the potentially-baited locations in relation to distant
environmental cues (all choices), even in the presence of local
cues. The second probe trial revealed that, after 40 d or 120 trials
of testing with potentially-baited cups in fixed locations, control
monkeys relied equally on the local cues and the spatial relational
information to guide their choices, whereas hippocampal-
lesioned monkeys continued to rely entirely on the local cues to
guide their choices.
We did not attempt to determine what distant cues were used
Figure 6. Photomicrographs illustrating the extent of the lesioned area (arrows) on the left side of the brain in the control
monkey, MMU26736, whose behavior was identical to that of experimentally lesioned monkeys. A–C, Rostral area exhibiting
neuronal damage, gliosis, and neuropil disorganization. D–M, Caudal area exhibiting neuronal damage, gliosis, and neuropil
disorganization. Individual panels represent adjacent sections separated by 240m. All Nissl-stained sections on which signs of
damage were visible are presented. There was an area of1.44 mm between C and D, with no visible neuron loss, gliosis, or
disorganization of the neuropil. Scale bar, 250m (applies to all panels).
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by control monkeys to establish an allo-
centric representation of the environment
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Schenk et al.,
1995). We did, however, eliminate the
possible use of uncontrolled local cues by
rotating the board on which the cups were
located between trials (Lavenex and
Schenk, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998; Lavenex
et al., 1998; Lavenex and Banta Lavenex,
2006). More importantly, our experimen-
tal design precluded the reliance on an
egocentric representation of space by al-
ternating pseudorandomly between four
different entrances into the open-field
arena (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Morris,
1981; Lavenex and Schenk, 1995, 1996,
1997, 1998; Schenk et al., 1995; Lavenex et
al., 1998; Eichenbaum, 2000; Lavenex and
Banta Lavenex, 2006) and using multiple
goal locations (Lavenex and Banta
Lavenex, 2006). Touse an egocentric strat-
egy in the spatial relational condition,
monkeys would have to learn 24 separate
egocentric coordinates (six locations from
four different starting points). Further-
more, monkeys would have to return to
one of the four entrance points after each
choice to identify the location of the next
goal to visit, a behavior that was never ob-
served in our experiment. In contrast,
monkeys were freely moving in the open-
field arena, visiting one location after an-
other without returning to an entrance
point. In these conditions, control mon-
keys were able to discriminate potentially-
baited locations based on their relations
with distant environmental cues, whereas
hippocampal-lesioned monkeys were un-
able to do so.
Interestingly, both control and
hippocampal-lesioned monkeys exhibited
a preference for cups located on the inner
array. This suggests that hippocampal-lesioned monkeys were
able to organize their foraging from the center of the board to
minimize travel distance (Lavenex and Banta Lavenex, 2006).
This resulted in the opening of a proportionally higher number of
cups located on the inner array, which were more easily reached
from the center. However, in contrast to control monkeys,
hippocampal-lesioned monkeys did not discriminate
potentially-baited locations from topologically equivalent,
never-baited locations on the same array, based on their relations
with distant environmental cues. The primary and critical finding
of this study, therefore, is that no hippocampal-lesioned monkey
was able to rely on an allocentric spatial representation to navi-
gate in the environment and guide its choices.
Hippocampal lesion and spatial representations
Experiments in rodents have shown that lesion of the hippocam-
pus results in the consistent impairment of spatial relational
learning andmemory (Morris et al., 1982; Nadel, 1991; Schenk et
al., 1995). In contrast, studies on the role of the monkey hip-
pocampal formation in spatial learning andmemoryhave resulted
in inconsistent results. Although some studies have shown that
hippocampal-lesioned monkeys exhibit impaired performance in
various spatialmemory tasks (Angeli et al., 1993; Beason-Held et al.,
1999;HamptonandMurray,2004;AlvaradoandBachevalier, 2005),
othershave failed to showanyspatialmemory impairment (Ridleyet
al., 1997; Murray and Mishkin, 1998; Malkova and Mishkin, 2003).
However, if the monkey hippocampal formation is integrally in-
volvedwith the processing of spatial relational information, as is the
case in rodents, damage to the hippocampal formation should reli-
ably and consistently impair the monkeys’ ability to exhibit behav-
ioral strategies dependent on allocentric representations of space.
We propose that previousmonkey hippocampal lesion exper-
iments failed to abolish spatial learning because the tasks in these
studies could be solved, at least in part, by using egocentric
(hippocampus-independent) representations of space (O’Keefe
and Nadel, 1978; Nadel and Hardt, 2004). Normal monkeys per-
form optimally by using a combination of egocentric and allo-
centric strategies. In contrast, although hippocampal-lesioned
monkeys are incapable of using allocentric strategies, they can
still rely on egocentric strategies. Thus, depending on the param-
eters of the tasks, the performance of hippocampal-lesioned
monkeys may appear either unimpaired or only partially im-
Figure 7. Photomicrographs illustrating the extent of the lesioned area (arrows) on the right side of the brain in the control
monkey, MMU26736, whose behavior was identical to that of experimentally lesioned monkeys. A–J, Rostral area exhibiting
neuronal damage, gliosis, and neuropil disorganization. K–M, Caudal area exhibiting neuronal damage, gliosis and neuropil
disorganization. Individual panels represent adjacent sections separated by 240m. All Nissl-stained sections on which signs of
damage were visible are presented. There was an area of4.08 mm between J and K, with no visible neuron loss, gliosis or
disorganization of the neuropil. Scale bar, 250m (applies to all panels).
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paired compared with controls. Germane to this discussion is a
series of open-field experiments (Hampton and Murray, 2004)
that allowed tethered monkeys to walk about in a large-scale
environment. Monkeys with bilateral hippocampal excitotoxic
lesion were tested in match-to-location tasks. Unfortunately,
however, the experiments failed to (1) demonstrate the reliance
on an allocentric representation of space in normal monkeys
(experiments 3 and 4), (2) distinguish controls from experimen-
tally lesionedmonkeys (experiments 1, 3, and 4), and (3) rule out
the use of an egocentric strategy (experiment 4). Thus, although
their study attempted to address issues of egocentric versus allo-
centric spatial processing, it remained inconclusive with respect
to the role of the monkey hippocampal formation in the estab-
lishment or use of allocentric representations of space.
Researchers have also interpreted the results of experiments
that require animals to solve a spatial task after incremental de-
lays as indicating that animals with hippocampal lesions exhibit a
time-dependent decrease in performance [Murray and Mishkin,
1998; Alvardo and Bachevalier, 2005; Hampton and Murray,
2004 (experiment 2)]. Although performance did decrease as de-
lay increased in all of these experiments, hippocampal-lesioned
monkeys were still capable of solving the tasks at short delays, a
finding that is not consistent with the idea of the hippocampus as
a primary substrate for the processing of allocentric spatial rep-
resentations. Alternatively, we suggest that, over short delays, an
egocentric representation of goal locations can sustain perfor-
mance in tasks such as those cited above. With increasing delays,
control monkeys likely benefit from relying on an allocentric
representation of space, whereas hippocampal-lesionedmonkeys
are unable to do so (this study; see also Burgess et al., 2002). This
interpretation is consistent with studies on rodent spatial naviga-
tion, showing that an egocentric representation of space can sus-
tain accurate navigation only over short distances or short peri-
ods of time (Etienne et al., 1996).
Hippocampus versus parahippocampal cortex
As noted previously, one of the control monkeys (MMU26736)
did not exhibit any evidence of spatial relational learning but
instead exhibited behavior identical to that of the hippocampal-
lesioned monkeys. The inclusion of this animal was fortuitous
because extensive histological analysis of its brain indicated that it
had a circumscribed lesion of portions of the hippocampus bilat-
erally. The cause of the lesion is unknown, and the animal had an
unremarkable medical history. The location of the lesion in the
CA fields is reminiscent of experimentally induced ischemic le-
sions (Zola-Morgan et al., 1992). Although the extent of the dam-
age appears more restricted than in experimentally induced isch-
emic lesions (we do not observe a decrease in the volume of the
CA fields), we suspect that this may have been the cause of the
brain damage observed in this monkey. The finding that this
animal was unable to discriminate the baited locations in the
spatial relational condition supports the idea that damage en-
tirely restricted to the CA fields of the hippocampus is sufficient
to produce clinically significant memory impairments (Zola-
Morgan et al., 1986). In contrast to previous studies, however, the
restricted hippocampus lesion observed in our study did not sim-
ply produce an impairment but prevented spatial relational pro-
cessing altogether. We can therefore demonstrate a causal link
between selective hippocampal damage and the inability to estab-
lish or use allocentric spatial representations.
Our results might seem to contradict the results of a previous
study (Malkova and Mishkin, 2003) suggesting that the parahip-
pocampal cortex, rather than the hippocampus, is essential for
spatial learning in monkeys. However, we believe that, in their
study, selective hippocampal lesion failed to produce any impair-
ment (and parahippocampal cortex lesion resulted in impaired
performance) because themonkeys could remember the location
of the objects presented among the three possible locations by
relying solely on an egocentric representation of space (i.e., left,
center, or right). Together, the results of these studies would
suggest that the hippocampus is essential for allocentric spatial
representations, whereas the parahippocampal cortex might be
more directly involved with the processing of egocentric repre-
sentations of space.
Conclusion
Our findings demonstrate that the adult monkey hippocampal
formation is critical for the establishment or use of allocentric
representations of space and suggest that selective damage of the
hippocampus prevents spatial relational learning in adult nonhu-
man primates. This study supports the view that the central role
of the hippocampal formation in spatial relational learning and
memory is conserved among vertebrates.
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